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Mr. David Stawick 
Office of the Secretariat 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Three Lafayette Centre 
1155 21 st Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20581 

RE: Regulation § 40.2 (a) Submission Certification 

Timothy R. Elliott 
Executive Director and Associate General COlUlsel 

Legal DeprutUlent 

Listing European-Style End-of-Month (EOM) Options on NASDAQ 100 Futures and 
E-mini NASDAQ 100 
CME Submission No. 12-127 

Dear Mr. Stawick: 

Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. ("CME" or "Exchange") is notifying the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission ("CFTC') that it is self-certifying the listing of European-Style End-of-Month (EOM) options on 
NASDAQ 100 Future and E-mini NASDAQ 100 Futures on Sunday, May 19, 2012 for trade date Monday, 
May 20,2012. 

In recognition of the popularity of the European-Style End-of-Month (EOM) options series in the S&P 500 
futures, the Exchange plans to list EOM options on the NASDAQ 100 futures and the E-mini NASDAQ 
100 futures. Upon listing, there shall be four (4) consecutive European-Style EOM options for trading: 
June 2012, July 2012, August 2012 and September 2012 expiration dates. 

The structure of these products shall mimic the existing EOM options on S&P 500 and E-mini S&P 500 
futures. They are European-Style options, exercisable on the last business day of the month. The 
exercise of the options shall be determined automatically based on the "3:00 p.m. fixing" of the E-mini 
NASDAQ 100 futures. There shall be no contrarian instructions to exercise out-of-money options or to 
abandon in-the-money options. The strike listing of the EOM options shall copy strikes from the quarterly 
options that share the same underlying futures. 

Notice that, occasionally, the EOM option expiry date may fall on the same day as a potential fourth (4th) 
weekly option expiry date. In such case, we shall forego the listing of the fourth (4th) weekly option, noting 
that the EOM option of the month would occupy the same expiry date, thus making the listing of the fourth 
weekly option redundant. 

The Exchange is also notifying the CFTC that it is self-certifying the insertion of the terms and conditions 
for the new option contracts into the Position Limits, Position Accountability and Reportable Level Table of 
Chapter 5 of the CME Rulebook in relation to the listing of the new contracts. These terms and conditions 
established the all month/anyone month accountability levels, expiration month position limit, reportable 
level, diminishing balance and aggregation allocation for the new contracts. In addition, the bid/ask 
reasonability ("BAR") allowance and the non-reviewable range ("NRR") for the option contracts will be 
consistent with the BAR and NRR in the Option (CME) section of Rule 588.G. Specifically, the BAR for 
the option contracts will be "[t]he greater of the delta times the underlying futures non-reviewable range or 
20% of the fair value premium up to the underlying futures non-reviewable range with a minimum 
reasonability of 1.00 index point and the NRR for the options contracts will be "20% of premium up to 1/4 
of the underlying futures non-reviewable range." 
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The Research Department and the Legal Department collectively reviewed the designated contract 
market core principles ("Core Principles") as set forth in the Commodity Exchange Act ("CEA"). During the 
review, we have identified that the new product may have some bearing on the following Core Principles: 

• Contracts not readily subject to manipulation: The new contract is not readily subject to 
manipulation due to the deep liquidity and robustness in the underlying cash market, which 
provides diverse participation and sufficient spot transactions to support the final settlement 
index as assessed by NASDAQ. 

• Prevention of market disruption: Trading in this contract will be subject to Rulebook Chapters 4 
and 7 which include prohibitions on manipulation, price distortion and disruptions of the delivery 
or cash-settlement process. As with all products listed for trading on one of CME Group's 
designated contract markets, activity in the new product will be subject to extensive monitoring 
and surveillance by CME Group's Market Regulation Department. 

• Position limitations or accountability: No person shall own or control a combination of options 
and underlying futures contracts that exceeds 10,000 NASDAQ 100 futures-equivalent contracts 
net on the same side of the market in all contract months combined. For the purposes of this 
rule, each E-Mini NASDAQ 100 futures-equivalent contract shall be deemed equal to one-fifth 
(0.20) of a NASDAQ 100 Stock Price Index futures-equivalent contract. 

• Availability of General information: The Exchange will publish information on the contracts' 
specification on its website, together with daily trading volume, open interest and price 
information. 

• Daily Publication of trading information: Trading volume, open interest and price information will 
be published daily on the Exchange's website and via quote vendors. 

• Execution of transactions: The new contracts are dually listed for clearing through the CME 
ClearPort platform and for trading on the CME Globex trading platform. The CME ClearPort 
platform provides a competitive, open and efficient mechanism for transactions that are 
competitively executed by brokers. The CME Globex electronic trading platform provides for a 
competitive and open execution of transactions due to its advanced functionality, high reliability 
and global connectivity. It runs continuously, so it is not restricted by borders or time zones. CME 
Globex remains among the fastest global electronic trading systems. 
Globex Non-Reviewable Trading Ranges for these contracts: The bid/ask reasonability ("BAR") 
allowance for the option contracts will be "the greater of the delta times the underlying futures 
non-reviewable range or 20% of the fair value premium up to the underlying futures non
reviewable range with a minimum reasonability of 1 index points" and the NRR for the options 
contracts will be "20% of premium up to % of the underlying futures non-reviewable range." 

• Trade Information: All required trade information is included in the audit trail and is sufficient for 
the Market Regulation Department to monitor for market abuse. 

• Financial integrity of contracts: All contracts traded on the Exchange will be cleared by the CME 
Clearing House which is a registered derivatives clearing organization with the Commission and 
is subject to all Commission regulations related thereto. 

• Protection of market participants: Rulebook Chapters 4 and 5 contain multiple prohibitions 
precluding intermediaries from disadvantaging their customers. These rules apply to trading on 
all of the Exchange's competitive trading venues and will be applicable to transactions in this 
product. 

• Disciplinary procedures: Chapter 4 of the Rulebook contains provisions that allow the Exchange 
to discipline, suspend or expel members or market participants that violate the rules. Trading in 
this contract will be subject to Chapter 4, and the Market Regulation Department has the 
authority to exercise its enforcement power in the event rule violations in these products are 
identified. 
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.. Dispute resolution: _Disputes with respect to trading in this contract will be subject to the 
arbitration provisions set forth in Chapter 6 of the Rulebook. The rules in Chapter 6 allow all 
nonmembers to submit a claim for financial losses resulting from transactions on the Exchange 
to arbitration. A member named as a respondent in a claim submitted by a nonmember is 
required to participate in the arbitration pursuant to the rules in Chapter 6. Additionally, the 
Exchange requires that members resolve all disputes concerning transactions on the Exchange 
via arbitration. 

A marked version of the rule amendments with additions underscored and deletions bracketed and lined 
out are attached in Appendix 1. A clean copy of the rule amendments is attached in Appendix 2. 

The Exchange certifies that these rule amendments comply with the CEA and regulations thereunder. 
There were no substantive opposing views to these rule amendments. 

The Exchange certifies that this submission has been concurrently posted on the Exchange's website at 
http://www.cmegroup.com/market-regulationlrule-fillings.html. 

If you require any additional information regarding this action, please do not hesitate to contact Mr. John 
Nyhoff, Director-Research & Product Development, at 312-930-2310 or via e-mail at 
john.nyhoff@cmegroup.com, or Lucy Wang at 312-648-5478 or via e-mail atlucy.wang@cmegroup.com. 
Alternatively, you may contact me at 312-466-7478. Please reference CME Submission No. 12-127 in 
any related correspondence. 

Sincerely. 

lsi Tim Elliott 
Executive Director and Associate General Counsel 

Attachments: Appendix 1 - Proposed Rules 
Appendix 2 - Proposed Rules (Clean Copy) 

cc: Mr. Thomas M. Leahy and Mr. Philip Colling 
CFTC Division of Market Oversight, Product Review & Analysis Section 
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APPENDIX 1: PROPOSED RULES 

Text of Rule Amendments 
(Additions are underlined, deletions are bracketed and overstruck) 

Chapter 359A 
Options on E-mini NASDAQ 100 Index® Futures 

Underlying Futures Contract 
1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in the March quarterly cycle (i.e., March, June, September, and December), the 
underlying futures contract is the futures contract for the month in which the option expires. For 
example, the underlying futures contract for an option that expires in March is the March futures 
contract. 

2. Options Not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in months other than those in the March quarterly cycle (i.e., January, February, 
April, May, July, August, October, and November), the underlying futures contract is the next futures 
contract in the March quarterly cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, the 
underlying futures contract for options that expire in January or February is the March future contract. 

3. Options in the European style Weekly Option Series 1 

For options in the European style weekly options series, the underlying futures contract is the next 
futures contract in the March quarterly cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, 
the underlying futures contract for the first (1 s\ second (2nd) and fourth (4th) April and May weekly 
options shall be the June futures contact; the underlying futures contract for the first (1 st

) and second 
(2nd

) June weekly options shall be the June futures contact; the underlying futures contract for the fourth 
(4th) June weekly options shall be the September futures contact. 

Options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series 

For options in the "End-of-Month" options series, the underlying futures contract is the next futures 
contract in the March cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, the underlying 
futures contract for options in the Januarv or Februarv "End-of-Month" option series is the March futures 
contract. while the underlying futures contract for options in the March "End-of-Month" option series is 
the June futures contract. 

359A01.E. Exercise Prices2 

1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

A referencing index shall be determined each quarter on the day prior to the expiration of the March 
Quarterly futures contract and shall equal the daily settlement price of the nearest expiring NASDAQ 
100 index futures contract. The chosen referencing index will then be used to determine the strike listing 
range for all listed contracts. The index pointes are rounded to the nearest integer. 

At the commencement of trading, the Exchange shall list all exercise prices that are integers divisible by 
10 without remainder in a range of 30 percent of the referencing index above and below the previous 
day's settlement price of the underlying futures contract. 

Thereafter, when a daily settlement price in the underlying futures contract occurs at, or passes 
through, any exercise price, the Exchange shall list, on the next trading day, all eligible exercise prices 
in the corresponding ranges. 

Exchange Staff, under delegated authority from the Board may modify the provisions governing the 
establishment of exercise prices as it deems appropriate. 

2. Options not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

Exercise prices for options not in the March quarterly cycle listed for trading shall be identical to the 
exercise prices that are listed for the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures contract. 
For example, the exercise prices listed for the January contract shall be identical to those listed for the 

1 Adopted October 2010. 
2 Revised July 2005, November 2005, June 2007, November 2007, April 2008, September 2008. 
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March contract. 

3. Options in the European style Weekly Option Series3 

At the commencement of trading, the Exchange shall list all exercise prices within 25 strikes above and 
below the previous day's settlement price of the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures 
contract that are integers divisible by 10 without remainder, e.g. 1200, 1210, 1220, etc. 

4. Options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series 

Exercise prices for options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series listed for trading shall be identical to 
the exercise prices that are listed for the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures 
contract. For example, the exercise prices listed for the Januarv "End-of-Month" options series shall be 
identical to those listed for the March Quarterly options series. 

Exchange staff, under delegated authority from the Board may modify the provisions governing the 
establishment of exercise prices as it deems appropriate. 

Termination of Trading 
1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in the March quarterly cycle, options trading shall terminate at the same date 
and time as the underlying futures contract. 

2. Options Not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in months other than those in the March quarterly cycle, options trading shall 
terminate on the third Friday of the contract month. If that day is not a scheduled Exchange business 
day, options trading shall terminate on the first preceding business day. In the event that the underlying 
futures market does not open on the scheduled expiration day, the option expiration shall be extended 
to the next day on which the underlying futures market is open for trading. 

3. Options in the European style Weekly Options Series4 

For options in the European style Weekly Options Series, trading shall terminate at 3:00 p.m. Chicago 
Time on the Friday of the named week of the contract month. 

For the first (1 st) weekly option of the month, if the first Friday of the month is a scheduled Exchange 
holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. However, 
if the first business day immediately preceding the Friday falls in the preceding calendar month, the first 
weekly option shall not be listed for trading. 

For the second (2nd
) weekly option of the month, if the second Friday of the month is a scheduled 

Exchange holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. 

For the fourth (4th) weekly option of the month, if the fourth Friday of the month is a scheduled 
Exchange holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. 

4. Options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series 

For options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series, electronic trading on Globex of the options shall 
terminate at 3:00 p.m. Chicago Time on the last business day of the contract month. In the event that 
the underlying futures market does not open on the scheduled options expiration day. the option 
expiration shall be extended to the next day on which the underlying futures market is open for trading. 

In the event that the underlying futures market does not open on the scheduled options expiration day, 
the option expiration shall be extended to the next day on which the underlying futures market is open 
for trading. 

359A02.A.2 Options in "End-of-Month" Series and the European style Weekly Options Series5 

Following the termination of trading of an option, all in-the money options shall be automatically 
exercised by the Clearing Houses on the day of expiration of the option. All out-of-the-money options 
shall be abandoned by the Clearing House on the day of expiration of the option. Whether an option is 
in or out of the money shall be determined based on the fixing price of the CME E-mini NASDAQ 100 
stock index futures on the day of expiration as follows: 

Tier 1 Take the thirty (30) second average of sale prices of the underlying futures contract on Globex, 
weighted by volume, from 2:59:30 to 3:00:00 p.m. Chicago time. 

3 Adopted October 2010. 
4 Adopted October 2010. 

5 Adopted October 2010. 
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Tier 2 If no sales occurred during the thirty-second interval noted above, take the midpoint of each 
bid and ask spread and average the resulting midpoints over the thirty-second interval. 
However, when looking at each bid/ask spread, if it is wider than 2 ticks (0.50 index points), the 
bid/ask pair shall be discarded in the calculation. 

Tier 3 If the fixing price cannot be determined by both Tier 1 and 2, or there is a trading interruption in 
the underlying futures market on Globex at any point from 2:58:00 to 3:00:00 p.m. Chicago 
time due to system outage or trading stoppages, including stoppage pursuant to Rule 580.3, 
take the thirty (30) second average of sale prices of the NASDAQ 100 futures contract of the 
same contract month as the underlying futures contract, from 2:59:30 to 3:00:00 p.m. Chicago 
time. 

Tier 4 If the fixing price cannot be determined pursuant to Tier 1, 2 and 3, Exchange Staff shall take 
into consideration any other information it deems appropriate to determine the fixing price. This 
information may include, but is not limited to, the following, and procedures to determine the 
information may be performed in any order by Exchange Staff: (1) derive the fixing price based 
on basis relationship against the underlying cash index level; (2) repeat Tier 1, 2, or 3 at ever 
increasing 30 second increment intervals until data is obtained. 

The calculation of the fixing prices hall be rounded to the nearest 0.01 index points. 

In the event of an option expiring on a shortened trading day, the fixing calculation shall be performed 
based on the market activities during the thirty-second period immediately preceding the close of the 
underlying stock market. 

An option is deemed in the money if the fixing price of the underlying futures contract lies strictly above 
the exercise price in thecae of a call, or lies strictly below the exercise price in the case of a put. For 
example, if the fixing price were 1250.01 or higher, then 1250 Calls shall be exercised. If the fixing price 
were 1249.99 or lower, then 1250 Calls shall be abandoned. Similarly, if the CME currency fixing price 
were 1249.99 or lower, then 1250 Puts shall be exercised. If the fixing price were 1250.00 or higher, 
then 1250 Puts shall be abandoned. 

Options in the weekly options series may not be exercise prior to the expiration of the options. At the 
expiration, in-the-money options may not be abandoned and out-of-the-money options may not be 
exercised. 

[Remainder a/Chapter 359 is unchanged.} 

Chapter 357 A 
Options on NASDAQ 100 Index® Futures 

Underlying Futures Contract 
1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in the March quarterly cycle (Le., March, June, September, and December), the 
underlying futures contract is the futures contract for the month in which the option expires. For 
example, the underlying futures contract for an option that expires in March is the March futures 
contract. 

2. Options Not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in months other than those in the March quarterly cycle (Le., January, February, 
April, May, July, August, October, and November), the underlying futures contract is the next futures 
contract in the March quarterly cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, the 
underlying futures contract for options that expire in January or February is the March futures contract. 

3. Options in the European Style Weekly Option Series6 

For options in the European Style weekly options series, the underlying futures contract is the next 
futures contract in the March quarterly cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, 
the underlying futures contract for the first (1 st), second (2nd

) and fourth (4th) April and May weekly 
options shall be the June futures contract; the underlying futures contract for the first (1 st) and second 
(2nd

) June weekly options shall be the June futures contract; the underlying futures contract for the 
fourth (4th) June weekly options shall be the September futures contract. 
4. Options in the "End-of Month" Option Series 

6 Adopted October 2010. 



For options in the "End-of-Month" options series. the underlying futures contract is the next futures 
contract in the March cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example. the underlying 
futures contract for options in the January or February "End-of-Month" option series is the March futures 
contract, while the underlying futures contact for options in the March "End-of-Month" option series is 
the June futures contract. 

357 A01.E. Exercise Prices 7 

1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

The exercise prices shall be stated in terms of the NASDAQ 100 futures. 

A referencing index shall be determined each quarter on the day prior to the expiration of the March 
Quarterly futures contract and shall equal the daily settlement price of the nearest expiring NASDAQ 
100 Index futures contract. The chosen referencing index will then be used to determine the strike 
listing range for all listed contracts. The index points are rounded to the nearest integer. 

At the commencement of trading, the Exchange shall list all exercise prices in a range of 30 percent of 
the referencing index above and below the previous day's settlement price of the underlying futures 
contract that are integers divisible by 10 without remainder, e.g. 1500, 1520, 1530, etc. 

Thereafter, when a settlement price in the underlying futures contract occurs at, or passes through, any 
exercise price, the Exchange shall add, on the next trading day, all eligible exercise prices in the 
corresponding range. New options may be listed for trading up to an including the termination of 
trading. 

Exchange Staff, under delegated authority from the Board may modify the provisions governing the 
establishment of exercise prices as it deems appropriate. 

2. Options not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

Exercise prices for options not in the March quarterly cycle listed for trading shall be identical to the 
exercise prices that are listed for the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures contract. 
For example, the exercise prices listed for the January contract shall be identical to those listed for the 
March contract. 

3. Dynamically-Listed Exercise Prices 

Upon demand and at the discretion of the Exchange, new out-of-current-range exercise prices at 
regularly defined intervals may be added for trading on as soon as possible basis. 

4. Options in the European Style Weekly Options Series8 

At the commencement of trading, the Exchange shall list all exercise prices within 25 strikes above and 
below the previous day's settlement price of the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures 
contract that are integers divisible by 10 without remainder, e.g. 1210, 1220, 1230, etc. 
5. Options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series 

Exercise prices for options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series listed for trading shall be identical to 
the exercise prices that are listed for the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures 
contract. For example, the exercise prices listed for the January "End-of-Month" options series shall be 
identical to those listed for the March Quarterly options series. 

Exchange Staff, under delegated authority from the Board may modify the provisions governing the 
establishment of exercise prices as it deems appropriate. 

357A01.I. Termination of Trading 9 

1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in the March quarterly cycle, options trading shall terminate at the same date 
and time as the underlying futures contract. 

2. Options Not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in months other than those in the March quarterly cycle, options trading shall 
terminate on the third Friday of the contract month. If that day is not a scheduled Exchange business 
day, options trading shall terminate on the first preceding business day. In the event that the underlying 
futures market does not open on the scheduled expiration day, the option expiration shall be extended 
to the next day on which the underlying futures market is open for trading. 

7 Revised March 1999; December 2000, December 2001; July 2005, November 2005, April 2008, September 2008. 
8 Adopted October 2010. 
9 Revised December 2001. 



3. Options in the European Style Weekly Options Series10 

For options in the European Style Weekly Options Series, trading shall terminated at 3:00 p.m. Chicago 
Time on the Friday of the named week of the contract month. 

For the first (1 st) weekly option of the month, if the first Friday of the month is a scheduled Exchange 
holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. However, 
if the first business day immediately preceding the Friday falls in the preceding calendar month, the first 
weekly option shall not be listed for trading. 

For the second (2nd
) weekly option of the month, if the second Friday of the month is a scheduled 

Exchange holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. 

For the fourth (4th) weekly option of the month, if the fourth Friday of the month is a scheduled 
Exchange holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. 

4. Options in the "End-of-Month" Option Series 

For options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series, trading shall terminate at 3:00 p.m. Chicago Time on 
the last business day of the contract month. In the event that the underlying futures market does not 
open on the scheduled options expiration day, the option expiration shall be extended to the next day 
on which the underlying futures market is open for trading. 

357A02.A.2 Options in "End-of-Month" Series and the European style Weekly Options Series 
Following the termination of trading of an option, all in-the-money options shall be automatically 
exercised by the Clearing House. All out-of-money options shall be abandoned by the Clearing House 
on the day of expiration for the option. Whether an option is in or out of the money shall be determined 
based on the fixing price of the CME E-mini NSADAQ 100 stock index futures on the day of expiration, 
determined pursuant rule 359.A02.A.2. 
An option is deemed in the money if the fixing price of the underlying futures contract lies strictly above 
the exercise price in the case of a call, or lies strictly below the exercise price in the case of a put. For 
example, if the fixing price were 1250.01 or higher, then 1250 Calls shall be exercised. If the fixing price 
were 1250.00 or lower, then 1250 Calls shall be abandoned. Similarly, if the fixing price were 1249.99 
or lower, then 1250 Puts shall be exercised. If the fixing price were 1250.00 or higher, then 1250 Puts 
shall be abandoned. 

[Remainder a/Chapter 357 is unchanged.} 

10 Adopted October 2010. 



Chapter 5 
Trading Qualifications and Practices 

POSITION LIMIT, POSITION ACCOUNTABILITY AND REPORTABLE LEVEL TABLE 

FIRST SECOND REPORT 
SCALE- SCALE· ALL POSITION REPORT ABLE 

CONTRACT DOWN SPOT DOWN.SPOT SPOT SINGLE MONTHS ACCOUNT- ABLE FU'T OPT 
NAME OPTIONS MONTH MONTH MONTH MONTH COMBINED ABILITY LEVEL LEVEL 

CME EQuity Index 
E-mini 
Nasdaq-100 Y 10,000 (B) 25 25 
E-mini 
NASDAQ-100 
End ofMo 
Options Y 10,000 (8} 25 25 

Nasdaq-100 Y 10,000 (8) 25 25 
Nasdag-100 
End ofMo 
Oations Y 10000 (8 25 25 

Nikkel 225 Y *5,000 50 50 

*Net futures equivalents (NFE) long or short. 

(A) No more than the specified number of futures contracts net long or net short during the last five days of an expiring contract 
month. 

(8) This is an aggregate position limit and is the specified number of futures or futures equivalent contracts net long or net short in 
all contract months combined. For the purpose of aggregation, one big futures contract shall be deemed equivalent to five E-Mini 
futures contracts or E-micro futures contracts as applicable to the product. 
(C) This is an aggregate position limit in Standard & Poor's 500 Stock Price Index (S&P 500) futures and options, S&P 500 Growth 
futures, S&P 500 Value futures, and E-Mini S&P 500 futures and options, and is the specified number of S&P 500 futures or 
futures equivalent contracts net long or net short in all contract months combined. For purpose of aggregation: One S&P 500 
futures contract shall be deemed equivalent to one S&P 500 Growth futures contract plus one S&P 500 Value futures contract. One 
S&P 500 futures contract shall be deemed equivalent to five E-Mini S&P 500 futures contracts. 

[Remainder of Chapter 5 is unchanged.] 
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APPENDIX 2 : PROPOSED RULES 
(Clean Copy) 

Chapter 359A 
Options on E-mini NASDAQ 100 Index® Futures 

Underlying Futures Contract 
1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in the March quarterly cycle (i.e., March, June, September, and December), the 
underlying futures contract is the futures contract for the month in which the option expires. For 
example, the underlying futures contract for an option that expires in March is the March futures 
contract. 

2. Options Not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in months other than those in the March quarterly cycle (i.e., January, February, 
April, May, July, August, October, and November), the underlying futures contract is the next futures 
contract in the March quarterly cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, the 
underlying futures contract for options that expire in January or February is the March future contract. 

3. Options in the European style Weekly Option Series 11 

For options in the European style weekly options series, the underlying futures contract is the next 
futures contract in the March quarterly cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, 
the underlying futures contract for the first (1 st), second (2nd

) and fourth (4th) April and May weekly 
options shall be the June futures contact; the underlying futures contract for the first (1 st) and second 
(2nd

) June weekly options shall be the June futures contact; the underlying futures contract for the fourth 
(4th) June weekly options shall be the September futures contact. 

Options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series 

For options in the "End-of-Month" options series, the underlying futures contract is the next futures 
contract in the March cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, the underlying 
futures contract for options in the January or February "End-of-Month" option series is the March futures 
contract, while the underlying futures contract for options in the March "End-of-Month" option series is 
the June futures contract. 

359A01.E. Exercise Prices12 

1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

A referencing index shall be determined each quarter on the day prior to the expiration of the March 
Quarterly futures contract and shall equal the daily settlement price of the nearest expiring NASDAQ 
100 index futures contract. The chosen referencing index will then be used to determine the strike listing 
range for all listed contracts. The index pointes are rounded to the nearest integer. 

At the commencement of trading, the Exchange shall list all exercise prices that are integers divisible by 
10 without remainder in a range of 30 percent of the referencing index above and below the previous 
day's settlement price of the underlying futures contract. 

Thereafter, when a daily settlement price in the underlying futures contract occurs at, or passes 
through, any exercise price, the Exchange shall list, on the next trading day, all eligible exercise prices 
in the corresponding ranges. 

Exchange Staff, under delegated authority from the Board may modify the provisions governing the 
establishment of exercise prices as it deems appropriate. 

2. Options not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

Exercise prices for options not in the March quarterly cycle listed for trading shall be identical to the 
exercise prices that are listed for the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures contract. 
For example, the exercise prices listed for the January contract shall be identical to those listed for the 

11 Adopted October 2010. 
12 Revised July 2005, November 2005, June 2007, November 2007, April 2008, September 2008. 



March contract. 

3. Options in the European style Weekly Option Series 13 

At the commencement of trading, the Exchange shall list all exercise prices within 25 strikes above and 
below the previous day's settlement price of the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures 
contract that are integers divisible by 10 without remainder, e.g. 1200, 1210, 1220, etc. 

4. Options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series 

Exercise prices for options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series listed for trading shall be identical to 
the exercise prices that are listed for the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures 
contract. For example, the exercise prices listed for the January "End-of-Month" options series shall be 
identical to those listed for the March Quarterly options series. 

Exchange staff, under delegated authority from the Board may modify the provisions governing the 
establishment of exercise prices as it deems appropriate. 

359A01.I. Termination of Trading 
1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in the March quarterly cycle, options trading shall terminate at the same date 
and time as the underlying futures contract. 

2. Options Not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in months other than those in the March quarterly cycle, options trading shall 
terminate on the third Friday of the contract month. If that day is not a scheduled Exchange business 
day, options trading shall terminate on the first preceding business day. In the event that the underlying 
futures market does not open on the scheduled expiration day, the option expiration shall be extended 
to the next day on which the underlying futures market is open for trading. 

3. Options in the European style Weekly Options Series 14 

For options in the European style Weekly Options Series, trading shall terminate at 3:00 p.m. Chicago 
Time on the Friday of the named week of the contract month. 

For the first (1 st
) weekly option of the month, if the first Friday of the month is a scheduled Exchange 

holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. However, 
if the first business day immediately preceding the Friday falls in the preceding calendar month, the first 
weekly option shall not be listed for trading. 

For the second (2nd
) weekly option of the month, if the second Friday of the month is a scheduled 

Exchange holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. 

For the fourth (4th) weekly option of the month, if the fourth Friday of the month is a scheduled 
Exchange holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. 

4. Options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series 

For options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series, electronic trading on Globex of the options shall 
terminate at 3:00 p.m. Chicago Time on the last business day of the contract month. In the event that 
the underlying futures market does not open on the scheduled options expiration day, the option 
expiration shall be extended to the next day on which the underlying futures market is open for trading. 

In the event that the underlying futures market does not open on the scheduled options expiration day, 
the option expiration shall be extended to the next day on which the underlying futures market is open 
for trading. 

359A02.A.2 Options in "End-of-Month" Series and the European style Weekly Options Series 16 

Following the termination of trading of an option, all in-the money options shall be automatically 
exercised by the Clearing Houses on the day of expiration of the option. All out-of-the-money options 
shall be abandoned by the Clearing House on the day of expiration of the option. Whether an option is 
in or out of the money shall be determined based on the fixing price of the CME E-mini NASDAQ 100 
stock index futures on the day of expiration as follows: 

Tier 1 Take the thirty (30) second average of sale prices of the underlying futures contract on Globex, 
weighted by volume, from 2:59:30 to 3:00:00 p.m. Chicago time. 

13 Adopted October 2010. 
14 Adopted October 2010. 

15 Adopted October 2010. 
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Tier 2 If no sales occurred during the thirty-second interval noted above, take the midpoint of each 
bid and ask spread and average the resulting midpoints over the thirty-second interval. 
However, when looking at each bid/ask spread, if it is wider than 2 ticks (0.50 index points), the 
bid/ask pair shall be discarded in the calculation. 

Tier 3 If the fixing price cannot be determined by both Tier 1 and 2, or there is a trading interruption in 
the underlying futures market on Globex at any point from 2:58:00 to 3:00:00 p.m. Chicago 
time due to system outage or trading stoppages, including stoppage pursuant to Rule 580.3, 
take the thirty (30) second average of sale prices of the NASDAQ 100 futures contract of the 
same contract month as the underlying futures contract, from 2:59:30 to 3:00:00 p.m. Chicago 
time. 

Tier 4 If the fixing price cannot be determined pursuant to Tier 1, 2 and 3, Exchange Staff shall take 
into consideration any other information it deems appropriate to determine the fixing price. This 
information may include, but is not limited to, the following, and procedures to determine the 
information may be performed in any order by Exchange Staff: (1) derive the fixing price based 
on basis relationship against the underlying cash index level; (2) repeat Tier 1, 2, or 3 at ever 
increasing 30 second increment intervals until data is obtained. 

The calculation of the fixing prices hall be rounded to the nearest 0.01 index points. 

In the event of an option expiring on a shortened trading day, the fixing calculation shall be performed 
based on the market activities during the thirty-second period immediately preceding the close of the 
underlying stock market. 

An option is deemed in the money if the fixing price of the underlying futures contract lies strictly above 
the exercise price in thecae of a call, or lies strictly below the exercise price in the case of a put. For 
example, if the fixing price were 1250.01 or higher, then 1250 Calls shall be exercised. If the fixing price 
were 1249.99 or lower, then 1250 Calls shall be abandoned. Similarly, if the CME currency fixing price 
were 1249.99 or lower, then 1250 Puts shall be exercised. If the fixing price were 1250.00 or higher, 
then 1250 Puts shall be abandoned. 

Options in the weekly options series may not be exercise prior to the expiration of the options. At the 
expiration, in-the-money options may not be abandoned and out-of-the-money options may not be 
exercised. 

[Remainder a/Chapter 359 is unchanged.} 

Chapter 357 A 
Options on NASDAQ 100 Index® Futures 

Underlying Futures Contract 
1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in the March quarterly cycle (i.e., March, June, September, and December), the 
underlying futures contract is the futures contract for the month in which the option expires. For 
example, the underlying futures contract for an option that expires in March is the March futures 
contract. 

2. Options Not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in months other than those in the March quarterly cycle (i.e., January, February, 
April, May, July, August, October, and November), the underlying futures contract is the next futures 
contract in the March quarterly cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, the 
underlying futures contract for options that expire in January or February is the March futures contract. 

3. Options in the European Style Weekly Option Series16 

For options in the European Style weekly options series, the underlying futures contract is the next 
futures contract in the March quarterly cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, 
the underlying futures contract for the first (1 5

\ second (2nd
) and fourth (4th) April and May weekly 

options shall be the June futures contract; the underlying futures contract for the first (1 st
) and second 

(2nd
) June weekly options shall be the June futures contract; the underlying futures contract for the 

fourth (4th) June weekly options shall be the September futures contract. 
4. Options in the "End-of Month" Option Series 

16 Adopted October 2010. 



For options in the "End-of-Month" options series, the underlying futures contract is the next futures 
contract in the March cycle that is nearest the expiration of the option. For example, the underlying 
futures contract for options in the January or February "End-of-Month" option series is the March futures 
contract, while the underlying futures contact for options in the March "End-of-Month" option series is 
the June futures contract. 

357A01.E. Exercise Prices 17 

1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

The exercise prices shall be stated in terms of the NASDAQ 100 futures. 

A referencing index shall be determined each quarter on the day prior to the expiration of the March 
Quarterly futures contract and shall equal the daily settlement price of the nearest expiring NASDAQ 
100 Index futures contract. The chosen referencing index will then be used to determine the strike 
listing range for all listed contracts. The index points are rounded to the nearest integer. 

At the commencement of trading, the Exchange shall list all exercise prices in a range of 30 percent of 
the referencing index above and below the previous day's settlement price of the underlying futures 
contract that are integers divisible by 10 without remainder, e.g. 1500, 1520, 1530, etc. 

Thereafter, when a settlement price in the underlying futures contract occurs at, or passes through, any 
exercise price, the Exchange shall add, on the next trading day, all eligible exercise prices in the 
corresponding range. New options may be listed for trading up to an including the termination of 
trading. 

Exchange Staff, under delegated authority from the Board may modify the provisions governing the 
establishment of exercise prices as it deems appropriate. 

2. Options not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

Exercise prices for options not in the March quarterly cycle listed for trading shall be identical to the 
exercise prices that are listed for the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures contract. 
For example, the exercise prices listed for the January contract shall be identical to those listed for the 
March contract. 

3. Dynamically-Listed Exercise Prices 

Upon demand and at the discretion of the Exchange, new out-of-current-range exercise prices at 
regularly defined intervals may be added for trading on as soon as possible basis. 

4. Options in the European Style Weekly Options Series18 

At the commencement of trading, the Exchange shall list all exercise prices within 25 strikes above and 
below the previous day's settlement price of the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures 
contract that are integers divisible by 10 without remainder, e.g. 1210, 1220, 1230, etc. 
5. Options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series 

Exercise prices for options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series listed for trading shall be identical to 
the exercise prices that are listed for the March quarterly options on the same underlying futures 
contract. For example, the exercise prices listed for the January "End-of-Month" options series shall be 
identical to those listed for the March Quarterly options series. 

Exchange Staff, under delegated authority from the Board may modify the provisions governing the 
establishment of exercise prices as it deems appropriate. 

357A01.I. Termination of Trading 19 

1. Options in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in the March quarterly cycle, options trading shall terminate at the same date 
and time as the underlying futures contract. 

2. Options Not in the March Quarterly Cycle 

For options that expire in months other than those in the March quarterly cycle, options trading shall 
terminate on the third Friday of the contract month. If that day is not a scheduled Exchange business 
day, options trading shall terminate on the first preceding business day. In the event that the underlying 
futures market does not open on the scheduled expiration day, the option expiration shall be extended 
to the next day on which the underlying futures market is open for trading. 

17 Revised March 1999; December 2000, December 2001; July 2005, November 2005, April 2008, September 2008. 
18 Adopted October 2010. 
19 Revised December 2001. 



3. Options in the European Style Weekly Options Series20 

For options in the European Style Weekly Options Series, trading shall terminated at 3:00 p.m. Chicago 
Time on the Friday of the named week of the contract month. 

For the first (15t) weekly option of the month, if the first Friday of the month is a scheduled Exchange 
holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. However, 
if the first business day immediately preceding the Friday falls in the preceding calendar month, the first 
weekly option shall not be listed for trading. 

For the second (2nd
) weekly option of the month, if the second Friday of the month is a scheduled 

Exchange holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. 

For the fourth (4th) weekly option of the month, if the fourth Friday of the month is a scheduled 
Exchange holiday, the option shall terminate on the first business day immediately preceding the Friday. 

4. Options in the "End-of-Month" Option Series 

For options in the "End-of-Month" Options Series, trading shall terminate at 3:00 p.m. Chicago Time on 
the last business day of the contract month. In the event that the underlying futures market does not 
open on the scheduled options expiration day, the option expiration shall be extended to the next day 
on which the underlying futures market is open for trading. 

357A02.A.2 Options in "End-of-Month" Series andJhe European style Weekly Options Series 
Following the termination of trading of an option, all in-the-money options shall be automatically 
exercised by the Clearing House. All out-of-money options shall be abandoned by the Clearing House 
on the day of expiration for the option. Whether an option is in or out of the money shall be determined 
based on the fixing price of the CME E-mini NSADAQ 100 stock index futures on the day of expiration, 
determined pursuant rule 359.A02.A.2. 
An option is deemed in the money if the fixing price of the underlying futures contract lies strictly above 
the exercise price in the case of a call, or lies strictly below the exercise price in the case of a put. For 
example, if the fixing price were 1250.01 or higher, then 1250 Calls shall be exercised. If the fixing price 
were 1250.00 or lower, then 1250 Calls shall be abandoned. Similarly, if the fixing price were 1249.99 
or lower, then 1250 Puts shall be exercised. If the fixing price were 1250.00 or higher, then 1250 Puts 
shall be abandoned. 

[Remainder a/Chapter 357 is unchanged.] 

20 Adopted October 2010. 



Chapter 5 
Trading Qualifications and Practices 

POSITION LIMIT, POSITION ACCOUNTABILITY AND REPORTABLE LEVEL TABLE 

FIRST SECOND REPORT 
SCALE- SCALE- ALL POSITION REPORT ABLE 

CONTRAcT DOWN SPOT DOWN SPOT SPOT SINGLE MONTHS ACCOUNT- ABLE FUT OPT 
NAME OPTIONS MONTH MONTH MONTH MONTH COMBINED ABILITY LEVEL LEVEL 

CME Equity Index 
E-mini 
Nasdaq-100 Y 10,000 (B) 25 25 
E-mini 
NASDAQ-100 
End ofMo 
Options Y 10,000 (B) 25 25 

Nasdaq-100 Y 10,000 (B) 25 25 
Nasdaq-100 
End ofMo 
Options Y 10,000 (B 25 25 

Nikkei 225 Y *5,000 50 50 

*Net futures equivalents (NFE) long or short. 

(A) No more than the specified number of futures contracts net long or net short during the last five days of an expiring contract 
month. 

(B) This is an aggregate position limit and is the specified number of futures or futures equivalent contracts net long or net short in 
all contract months combined. For the purpose of aggregation, one big futures contract shall be deemed equivalent to five E-Mini 
futures contracts or E-micro futures contracts as applicable to the product. 
(C) This is an aggregate position limit in Standard & Poor's 500 Stock Price Index (S&P 500) futures and options, S&P 500 Growth 
futures, S&P 500 Value futures, and E-Mini S&P 500 futures and options, and is the specified number of S&P 500 futures or 
futures equivalent contracts net long or net short in all contract months combined. For purpose of aggregation: One S&P 500 
futures contract shall be deemed equivalent to one S&P 500 Growth futures contract plus one S&P 500 Value futures contract. One 
S&P 500 futures contract shall be deemed equivalent to five E-Mini S&P 500 futures contracts. 

[Remainder of Chapter 5 is unchanged.} 


